; cat (9, 11) ; rabbit (9); pig (6) ; dog (8, 16); calf (13) ; pony and horse (7, 18) ; and human (14, 21, 22 
n +» n +i n +i n *i n 41 n 41 n +i n « n Physical conditioning had no significant influence on serum [Na ] when animals ran at the same treadmill speeds (Fig. 3) The P-wave was undetectable in the ECG at maximal speeds both before and after physical conditioning (Fig. 4) Alpha-adrenergic receptor stimulation, due to increased catecholamine activity during exercise, is also thought to be associated with stimulating increased release of K + from the muscle cells (25) . An increase in the number of action potentials generated (9) and an incomplete reuptake of K + after each depolarization (19) 
